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Motivation Features Models
• Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier

• Baseline Model

• Random Forest

• High Variance Model

• Fitted 100 decision trees onto dataset sub-

samples

• Neural Network

• Best Results

• Pretrained embedding

layer followed by 3 fully connected layers

We originally attempted to gather a dataset 

using Crossref, but found it difficult to collect 

enough papers. Instead, an existing dataset 

was used from a study on the advantages 

of short paper titles [1].

In total, there are 140,000 records of 

general academic papers from 2007 to 

2013. Each paper includes:

• Year of publication

• Paper's title

• Journal's title

• Length of paper title

• Number of citations

Results

Discussion
• Many model options were considered

• Best performance was achieved with

pretrained embeddings and neural networks

with an average F1 score of 0.7

• The performance is invariant to the

pretrained embedding, need to add more

features to improve
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• Choosing a research paper topic can

be a difficult task

• We would like to predict the number of

citations a paper will receive so

researchers can more easily find

relevant fields and topics

• Various models were used to predict

the binned citation number given

inputs from the paper, such as the title

• Model performance was evaluated

with average F1 Score

Dataset 

Future Work
• Collect more data in relevant fields

• Train encoder to perform encoding from large datasets of

academic titles

• Include abstract ideas and author in input data

• Explore more advanced machine learning techniques to

generate relevant paper features, such as titles

• Input features include title, year, title length, and

journal

• Word Embeddings: Transform title to input feature

• Tried several pretrained models

• Froze the weights to account for limited dataset


